
Dont mess 17 

Chapter: 17 

The next day, Xiaoshui was sent to kindergarten, and for the rest of his life he went to the 

company. 

After acquiring the Four Seas Group, he also wants to do a good job of managing it. 

“Yu Shao early!” Seeing Yu Sheng, Li Jian’s expression changed and he hurriedly stood up 

straight and saluted. 

After being given the position of manager by Yu Sheng, Li Jian was very unwilling. He wanted 

to go to Wang Wenxue yesterday, but he didn’t think that Wang’s family would be directly 

involved. 

Hearing that it was made by the Four Seas Group, he immediately thought of Yu Sheng. 

Then I came to be a security guard again today. 

Yu Sheng didn’t take a look at Li Jian. Just as the battery car was about to stop, a Martha CEO 

suddenly came over and hit the battery car’s butt. 

Fortunately, the opponent stepped on the brakes in time, or they would knock him down. 

Yu Sheng frowned slightly, checked it, and the battery car that had been driven for four years 

was completely reimbursed. 

“It seems I have to buy a new car.” 

Yu Sheng sighed. He is a nostalgic person, so there is always no change. Remember http in one 

second: // 

Looking at the opponent’s body, Yu Sheng thought that the opponent was a novice, and planned 

to leave it alone. 

As soon as she thought of Martha, she stopped, and suddenly came down a gorgeous ginger girl. 

As soon as this woman appeared, she attracted the attention of everyone nearby. 

She is wearing a hip skirt and high heels under her feet. She has a sexy body. Such a woman is 

the focus everywhere. 

“It’s Zuo Mingyue, a new star traffic star, so beautiful!” 

“Yes, I heard that the heroine of the big ip’Datang Fenghua’ was also played by her.” 



“As soon as this show is broadcast, she will be hot again for a while.” 

The employees who had just come to work saw Zuo Mingyue and started talking. 

At this time, a young woman in her 30s came down from the co-driver’s cab, but frowned. 

Zuo Mingyue enjoyed the attention of the crowd very much, and then pointed at Yu Sheng 

angrily, and cursed: “Smelly **** silk, do you know how to ride a bike?” 

Yu Sheng frowned and said coldly: “I’m going to ask you, how did you drive? You look at your 

own body?” 

Not only did Martha’s body tilt 60 degrees, the wheels were all pressed against the parking line. 

“What are you worthy of guiding me to drive? Do you know who I am?” Zuo Mingyue became 

annoyed with embarrassment. 

She had just obtained her driver’s license, but when Yu Sheng said it, she suddenly became even 

more upset. 

“Who you are has nothing to do with me, I’m just a little skeptical, whether your driver’s license 

was obtained through improper means, or how could it be like this?” Yu Sheng sarcastically. 

Zuo Mingyue was extremely angry. Not only did this stinky girl not recognize her, a popular 

star, but also mocked her improper driver’s license. Her chest suddenly rose and fell, and she 

was angry. 

“Be careful when you speak. Believe it or not, I will sue you for slander?” The young woman 

next to her threatened the rest of her life with a fierce expression. 

“Go and sue, I’ll wait for your court summons.” Yu Sheng sneered. 

“Which department do you belong to? What’s your name?” The young woman’s eyes flashed 

fiercely. She was looking for a relationship to open up this stinky silk to relieve her anger. 

“Yes, just tell me which department you are from and what’s your name?” Zuo Mingyue 

understood the manager’s meaning, and stared at Yu Sheng with hands on hips. 

“His name is Yu Sheng, a security guard from the Security Department,” someone next to him 

said suddenly. 

“It turned out to be a smelly security guard, huh, you are ready to put in the bedding today!” Zuo 

Mingyue gave Yu Sheng a playful look, then got in the car and went to the car again.  

In response to Zuo Mingyue’s threat, Yu Sheng sneered at the corner of his mouth, then parked 

the battery car in place, turned and walked towards the company. 



“Yu Sheng, isn’t your wife going to accompany Wang Shao, you still have the mind to come to 

work?” A front desk employee looked at Yu Sheng sarcastically. 

She is a fan of Zuo Mingyue. For the rest of her life, she offended her puppet and didn’t even 

apologize to her puppet, which is really unreasonable. 

“Do you have the right to control your wife after eating soft rice?” 

“Even if he has the guts, he can’t control it.” 

“So, if you want to eat soft rice, you have to be prepared for a green on the top of your head.” 

Others also laughed, not taking the rest of their lives seriously. 

Yu Sheng looked at several people, his eyes cold. 

“Flap! Pop! Pop!” 

At this moment, Li Jian rushed up, slapped a few people in a row, and his eyes were full of 

murderous intent: “What the fuck are you guys, you dare to laugh at Yu Shao, you’re just 

looking for death!” 

“Li Jian, you fucking dare to hit us? Do you think you are still the manager of the security 

department?” The crowd was furious. Although they didn’t dare to do anything with Li Jian, 

their momentum was still very strong. 

“Lao Tzu is fighting you guys who don’t have eyes!” 

Li Jian snorted angrily, raised his hand and slapped each of them. 

Some people wanted to fight back, but how could it be Li Jian’s opponent, they were all slapped 

by Li Jian’s face. 

Yu Sheng glanced at Li Jian and said indifferently: “I did a good job, call Xia Jun, fire all these 

people, and just say what I said.” 

He said that without even looking at those people, he turned and walked towards the building. 

“Yu Shao go slowly!” Li Jian was overjoyed, and finally heaved a sigh of relief. 

He just took the shot rashly, but he was a little worried, for fear that he would not be happy for 

the rest of his life. 

But now, he knew he did it right. 

“You, you, what do you call him?” Several people looked at Li Jian with incredible eyes. 



Li Jian is called Yu Sheng Yu Shao, what is the situation? 

Li Jian glanced at a few people coldly and said, “I am saving you when I hit you, otherwise you 

don’t know how you died. If you offend Yu Shao, you will die just like the Wang family!” 

“What? The Wang family has it?” The few people are even more incredible. The Wang family is 

also a well-known enterprise in Qiancheng. Who can make the Wang family feel so powerful? 

“Hmph, you can find out by checking it online. That would be the end of offending Yu Shao.” Li 

Jian snorted coldly. 

As soon as several people took out their mobile phones to go online, their faces suddenly 

changed. 

“Wang, the Wang family is Yu, Shao Yu did it?” one of the women asked with a trembling 

voice. 

“What do you mean.” 

Li Jian snorted coldly, then took out the phone and called Xia Jun. He had Xia Jun’s phone 

number. 

“Mr. Xia, Shao Yu told you to fire Wu Yan from the front desk, Liu Qin and Zhou Hai from the 

Planning Department, and Zhou Xinyue from the Public Relations Department.” 

“Are these people offending Yu Shao?” Xia Jun’s voice came from over there. 

“Yes, they just satirized Yu Shao, Yu Shao was very angry.” Li Jian said. 

“Okay, I see, I will let them disappear from the company immediately.” Xia Jun said and hung 

up the phone. 

Li Jian was on the amplifier. When several employees heard Xia Jun’s words, they were shocked 

and regretted to the extreme. 

They didn’t expect Yu Sheng to be so good. Isn’t he just a security guard? 

When did you become Yu Shao! 

“Manager Li, who is he for Yu Sheng?” Zhou Xinyue asked unwillingly. 

“A person that even President Xia can’t afford to provoke!” 

Li Jian glanced at a few people coldly, then returned to his post. 

Zhou Xinyue’s complexion changed drastically, and they couldn’t believe it. 



At this time, Zuo Mingyue parked the car and walked into the building accompanied by the 

manager. 

“Mingyue, when you see the new chairman, you must behave well. If you win the favor of the 

new chairman, you will be none other than you.” The manager whispered. 

Zuo Mingyue nodded heavily, and said, “Don’t worry, Sister Xu, I will take down the three 

major IP heroines of the group company this year. I must become a superstar, a queen!” 

“Well, that’s fine, I have an appointment with President Xia, and President Xia said that he will 

make arrangements for us, let’s go.” The manager nodded in satisfaction and walked towards the 

elevator with Zuo Mingyue. 

 


